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Abstract

The work being undertaken by the 14 countries, party to the 1960 Paris Convention in preparing a
revised instrument will - or so it is to be hoped - provide a more comprehensive scope of liability
and a larger compensatory fund for the protection of potential victims.

Both these developments have serious implications for insurers or other providers of financial
security. Equally they are of concern to society itself as it will be necessary to balance the needs of
the individual - for example, in obtaining redress for injury or damage to personal properly - with
the need to provide for the 'common good'.

The author's paper will attempt to explore these avenues, to point to perceived difficulties and,
perhaps, to acceptable solutions.

When the Contracting Parties to the Paris Convention (CPPC) decided in 1998 that their
negotiations to revise the Paris Convention should be conducted by the Contracting Parties
alone rather than by the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency countries as a whole they created one
perhaps unforeseen problem for people like me; the difficulty on commenting on a subject
which - officially at least - I can have little knowledge.

However, those of you who have heard me speak in the past will have realised that I have
never considered lack of knowledge to be a bar to provocation.

On the other hand, one must respect- the confidentiality imposed by the CPPC - the
negotiations will have been difficult enough without the intervention of parties not directly
affected by the outcome and the progress which has apparently been made in under 2 years
stands in stark contrast to the time taken to agree the Protocol to amend the Vienna
Convention when all the world seemed determined to get in on the act.

It seems, however, from what information is in the public domain - Mr. Reyners' abstract,
for example - that the Protocol to revise the Paris Convention will strongly resemble that of
the Vienna Convention, so I suppose the first thing we must do is to congratulate the CPPC
for taking such an enlightened view of the need to furnish a greater degree of protection to
potential victims of a nuclear accident. At least that's what I think they intend to do.
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The United States of America, an OECD country not Party to the Paris Convention makes
provision for some US$ 9,000 Million in compensation - there are just over 100 nuclear
power reactors in the U.S.A; 150 in Paris Convention countries - in simplistic terms the
respective economics are similar, the respective societies are roughly homogenous so one
would expect to see similar levels of compensatory funds - well, perhaps slightly more as
Europe has more reactors, a greater population, a higher collective GDP and, traditionally.
European Governments have been more interventionist than their U.S. colleagues, more
inclined to commit public funds for the benefit of their citizens.

One might well expect parity with U.S. levels but, you know full well the reality of the
situation: the CPPC are talking in terms of SDR 300M - 600M: that's considerably more
than an order of magnitude less than in the USA.

So why is this - are U.S. reactors inherently that more dangerous than European - or are
European operative standards that superlative? I hardly think so - I wouldn't criticise the
safety culture of either and the majority of European reactor systems are based upon original
U.S. design models anyway. Is it then the geographical situation - European reactors can't
cause as much damage as in the U.S.? Perhaps you could make some sort of argument along
those lines for Sweden - but what about Germany, or the U.K.? With their density of
population, the potential number of victims is enormous - far greater than for most power
stations in the U.S.A. ' '

No, there's no logical explanation for it, unless European Governments hold the view that a
major nuclear accident - a disaster, let us be frank - could not occur. That the limit of
exposure in Europe is to a Three Mile island type of incident. If that is the case, then I'm
delighted to hear it - but why don't they say so - let's all rejoice in the good news -
nuclear power is safe - it's official!

If that really is the case, however, we have to ask ourselves why do we need this all-singing,
all-dancing Convention that does everything except make the coffee. Nothing is going to
happen: Environmental damage can't occur - there will be no release of contaminants -
unless you mean those permitted by Government as routine day-to-day operations - and if
that causes damage then surely responsibility should lie with Government; after all, they set
the limits.

What about preventive measures? Well, they are normally covered by insurance anyway, you
don't need a Convention for that. Pure Economic loss? Hardly, with nuclear power officially
safe, there will be a boom to the economy; hoteliers won't be able to claim that nuclear
installations are driving away their customers - on the contrary, takings will be up. This
isn't actually as crazy as it sounds; in the U.K., BNFL have developed the Visitor's centre at
Sellafield into one of the country's leading tourist attractions.
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The real beneficiary is the nuclear industry itself, although perhaps beneficiary is not quite the
right word, because without channelling of liability and the capping of that liability in both
time and amount, it would not have been possible for the industry to survive - other than,
possibly, as an arm of Government with appropriate guarantees backed by public funds.

Having now established a mature industry, it could be argued that the protection afforded by
the International Conventions is no longer necessary - and that is probably true so far as the
nuclear operator is concerned, but what of the suppliers, the contractors, the fuel
manufacturers? The difficulties arising from a more obscure liability regime in the former
Soviet Union are well-known. In a number of cases, the lack of a robust liability arrangement
has precluded the carrying out of important safety work. We need the Convention to
safeguard the suppliers, not the operators, and we will do for as long as the industry exists.

It seems therefore that we are destined to continue with this rather curious situation that we
have an International Convention of an extremely comprehensive nature that will only work
perfectly so long as nothing serious happens. The phrase 'smoke and mirrors' comes to
mind.

A nuclear catastrophe is so unlikely that - actuarially speaking - it could practically de
discounted altogether. Yet were the almost unimaginable to occur it would require the
collective determination of Western Society - the Paris Convention countries - to cope with
the ensuing problems. Whilst we do not question the responsibility of our respective
Governments, is it right that society should have to rely upon government largesse to obtain
full compensation rather than expect it as a right from the authorities which have sanctioned
the use of the power source which caused the damage?

Private insurance is not designed to respond to a nightmare scenario; neither does it satisfy
the situation to increase the operator's liability: make it unlimited if you like - it won't
provide any more money. So, whilst you can revise Paris, it is really Brussels where you
have to do the real work - you could start by adding a few zeros to the end of the existing
limits.

G. C. Warren

The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the author alone and do not necessarily
represent the views of the British Insurance market.
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